Everyone can read and
write with IntoWords Pro
•	Get to grips with reading – even
if you are dyslexic.
• Write better, with fewer mistakes.
•	Gain self-confidence and a zest
for learning.

IntoWords Pro

What is IntoWords Pro?
IntoWords Pro is Denmark’s most acclaimed and widely used reading
and writing support tool. With IntoWords Pro on your computer, you can
read all the text in front of you online, in PDF files and Office programs.
When you are writing, IntoWords Pro helps you by suggesting words.
Use IntoWords Pro as a personal tool to counter
balance reading and writing difficulties. Or as
a teaching aid that helps everyone to read and
write better. In other languages, too!

IntoWords Pro has been constantly developed
and improved over the past 25 years, and several
research projects have demonstrated its ability
to release new potential in people with reading
and writing difficulties.

With IntoWords Pro, you can:

Eighty percent of all primary and lower secondary
schools in Denmark already subscribe to IntoWords
Pro for their pupils and teachers, and the program
is included as compensatory aid in the government
IT packages on youth education programmes.

•	read at an age-appropriate level in spite
of your dyslexia
• write better and more correctly
•	write in other languages and hear words
pronounced with the proper accent
•	convert text to MP3 files, which you can
carry with you on a mobile player

List of features

•	crack the reading code – write your way
into reading.

•	Read aloud function with various
strategies and highlighting
•	Context-based word suggestions
•	Help with spelling
•	Auto-suggestion of next word
(word prediction)
•	Generate own glossaries
(extra vocabulary)
• Search for words using wildcards

The IntoWords Pro toolbar is visible as a discreet
bar that can be moved around the screen. Here it
is located just above the text.

•	Word suggestions are displayed
when the cursor is placed in a word
(help with proofreading)
• Mark text and make audio files (MP3)
•	Read aloud function in more than
40 languages (optional extra).

Read with relish and write
with style
IntoWords Pro’s reading and writing support frees up mental
resources, allowing you to concentrate on what is important:
the content of the text.
IntoWords Pro is visible as a discreet toolbar that
can be located flexibly on the screen. The toolbar
provides access to a number of personal setting
options that make IntoWords Pro an extra effective
compensatory reading and writing tool.

The read aloud function provides access to
knowledge and community
Using IntoWords Pro’s read aloud function, you
can read your way to exactly the same knowledge
as your peers or colleagues who have full reading
ability. Select reading strategies based on the
purpose of your reading, e.g. to read the entire
text or just a few difficult words. Have words highlighted as they are read out, so you can stay
focused on the text.
You can train yourself to hear up to 600 words
per minute – giving you more time for other tasks.

Mobile reading
IntoWords Pro also gives you the unique option
of saving texts as MP3 audio files, which you
can listen to on your mobile player.
Word suggestion: Write texts with
fewer mistakes
The word suggestions allow you to write even if
you have difficulty spelling. You will be shown lists
of words offering meaningful suggestions for words
to continue your sentence or to complete the word
you have begun. Get IntoWords Pro to read out
your finished text so you can hear if you have made
mistakes or if the language needs to be more concise.

SkanRead: Makes texts accessible

Profiles

Normally when hard copy is scanned, the text
becomes a locked image. SkanRead scans in such
a way that each character can be recognised
(OCR: ‘Optical Character Recognition’) and thus
read out aloud and edited using IntoWords Pro.

You can use IntoWords Pro’s standard profiles and,
for example, switch easily between languages.
Or you can create your own reading and writing
profiles, setting the reading speed, strategies,
languages and voices to suit you.

Vocational glossaries
and your own glossaries
You expand IntoWords Pro’s
vocabulary by adding specialist
dictionaries, e.g. law, engineering
science or health education,
making the spelling of “diaphragm”
and “relief valves” easy. You can
also generate your own, topic-
specific glossaries based on text

from the internet, for example, and obtain
glossaries for topics such as Nordic history,
the Harry Potter universe or space travel.
At the top of the picture on the left is the
general glossary and, at the bottom, the list
of imported technical terms.

See the word!
If you have difficulty seeing, you can wear glasses. If you have difficulty
reading, you can use IntoWords Pro.
IntoWords Pro is your eyes when the text is
a barrier. Perhaps you are a new reader who
needs to link the characters of the letters to
their sounds to become a proficient reader.
Maybe you need extra support for a while to
crack the reading code, to read with sufficient
speed or get what you are reading to make
sense.

Or maybe you are dyslexic and need IntoWords
Pro to help you obtain knowledge and to be
able to participate on an equal footing with
everyone else in the classroom, at work or in
a social context.
When you see and hear the text through
IntoWords Pro, you can actually learn exactly
what your peers or colleagues who have full
reading ability are learning.
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